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Abstract 6

7

How did sex evolve, how is sex evolutionary stable, and why do eukaryotes appear mortal. This 8

paper presents a mitochondrial perspective on the evolution of the eukaryotic cell that appears 9

capable of answering these questions. Rather than viewing a mitochondrion as a passive entity 10

taken up by an archaeal host that remains in the driving seat, mitochondria are viewed as the 11

key force driving eukaryogenesis. The proto-mitochondrion is presumed to have manipulated its 12

archaeal host to engage in sex in order to replicate itself in a more and more beneficial environ- 13

ment. This process is hypothesized to still be operating today as a result of the mitochondrion’s 14

continued production of reactive oxygen species (ROS). The specific production of ROS by the 15

mitochondrion appears to be an intentional mechanism to cause the organism ultimately to die. 16

Faced with mortality, if the organism wishes to pass on its nuclear genes it will typically engage 17

in sex as a means of resetting age. Eukaryotic species that instead reproduced parthenogenet- 18

ically would find themselves out-competed by sexual species due to the reassortment of genes 19

that comes with sex. The species benefits from a shortened time between successive sexual 20

generations which creates an increased ability to adapt to a changing environment. 21

Keywords: evolution, eukaryogenesis, extended phenotype, mitochondria, sex, mortality. 22
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Introduction 23

This paper offers a mitochondrial perspective on the evolution of the eukaryotic cell. It is not 24

that the nuclear genome is unimportant, but that it might be over-emphasized, and that by giving 25

due consideration to the role of the mitochondrion a clearer picture of eukaryogenesis, sex, and 26

mortality emerges. 27

Many age-related diseases appear to be caused by cellular senescence, which appears to be activated 28

by telomeric DNA damage, which in turn appears to be caused by reactive oxygen species (ROS). 29

The core idea of this paper is that the production of ROS by the mitochondria can be viewed as an 30

intentional mechanism by the mitochondria to cause the individual organism to die. A shortened 31

lifespan will reduce the mean time between successive sexual generations, and thus increase the 32

ability of the population to adapt to a changing environment. The species benefits from this 33

increased ability to adapt. 34

Syngamy is the eukaryotic process that produces one diploid cell from two haploid cells. Meiosis 35

is the process that produces four haploid cells from two diploid cells. As used in this paper, sex 36

refers to the combination of syngamy and meiosis. Sex can be viewed as a mechanism by which 37

haploid cells produce new haploid cells, or alternatively the process by which diploid cells produce 38

new diploid cells. 39

The existence of sex is troubling to some biologists because of the two-fold cost it imposes; that 40

is only half of a parent’s alleles get passed on to each offspring[1]. Parthenogenetic reproduction 41

has no such constraint. All of the parent’s alleles get passed on to each offspring. This raises the 42

question of how sex might have evolved, and how it might continue to exist, when the alleles for it 43

would seem hellbent on their own demise. 44

Mortality is also troubling. Evolution appears able to produce a myriad of complex organismal 45

forms, but unable to perform the seemingly much simpler task of keeping them working. The fact 46

that two relatively recently diverged species, such as mice and men, have such widely different 47

lifespans suggests mortality may be deliberate. But why and how? 48

The phrase “the extended phenotype” was developed by Richard Dawkins to refer to phenotypic 49

effects beyond the boundary of the organism[2]. For example, the extended phenotype of the beaver 50

includes the dams it builds. The extended phenotype of the mitochondrion is the phenotypic effects 51

of the mitochondrion beyond the outer mitochondrial membrane. This paper considers extended 52

phenotypic features of the mitochondrion, and in particular a role in the evolution of sex and 53

mortality. 54

The eukaryotic cell is believed to have evolved from a symbiotic relationship between an archaeon 55

and an alphaproteobacterion[3]. Most attempts to understand the eukaryotic cell focus on the 56

nuclear chromosomes, treating the incorporation of the mitochondrion as an energy providing af- 57

terthought. In terms of size the mitochondrial genome is small, but in terms of what it brings to 58

the equation, a 15-fold increase in ATP[4], it is large, and thus it should have been expected to 59

play a major role in the evolution of the eukaryotic cell. In addition, the mitochondrial genome 60

may be small today, but historically the proto-mitochondrial genome is likely to have been much 61

larger. Alphaproteobacterial spotted fever group Rickettsia genomes are around 1.3M base pairs. 62

And known Asgard archaeal genomes, putative eukaryotic ancestors[5], aren’t a lot larger, ranging 63
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Hypothesis 1: Sex evolved as a means for the proto-mitochondrion to increase the fitness of its
host environment.

Hypothesis 2: Sex continues to be the means by which mitochondria increase the fitness of
their host environment.

Hypothesis 3: By enforcing mortality, the mitochondria force the nuclear genome to engage in
frequent sexual recombination.

Table 1: Hypotheses on the extended phenotype of the mitochondrion

from 1.4-5.7M base pairs. In short, the proto-mitochondrial genome had a lot of bargaining power 64

over the nature of the eukaryotic union. 65

After briefly reviewing some basic biological concepts and framing the problem, the bulk of this 66

paper develops a series of four related hypotheses on the extended phenotype of the mitochondrion 67

(HEPM). These hypotheses lay the foundation for, and formalize, the core idea that mitochondria 68

causing the individual host organism to die is favored by evolution as it maximizes the ability of 69

the species to adapt to a changing environment. These hypotheses are shown in Table 1. 70

Mitochondria 71

Mitochondria are reviewed in detail in Appendix A. Only the role of mitochondria in apoptosis and 72

senescence is reviewed here. 73

Mitochondria play a key role in apoptosis[6]. The pathways leading to apoptosis all flow through 74

the mitochondria, and the release of apoptotic inter-mitochondrial membrane proteins into the 75

cytosol irreversibly starts the apoptotic process[7]. H2O2 oxidizes cardiolipin found in the inner 76

membrane causing it to release bound cytochrome c[8]. Oxidized cardiolipin also helps open the 77

mitochondrial permeability transition pore in the outer membrane[9, 10, 11]. Opening of the pore 78

leads to a swelling of the matrix, rupturing the outer mitochondrial membrane, and the release 79

of apoptotic intermembrane proteins into the cytosol including cytochrome c[12]. The reason why 80

mitochondria play such a key role in apoptosis presently appears to be unknown. 81

Mitochondria also play a key role in cellular senescence, which is a state of seemingly permanent 82

growth arrest of a cell. In cellular senescence mitochondria are enlarged, elongated, and hyper- 83

fused[13]. Moreover they are less efficient at producing ATP, with a decrease in the mitochondrial 84

membrane potential, and an increase in the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS)[13]. Mi- 85

tochondrial ROS may cause DNA damage that leads to telomere shortening in replicative cellular 86

senescence[13]. Senescent cells in which the mitochondria have been eliminated are capable of 87

surviving via glycolysis[14]. Such cells remain at cell cycle arrest, but are unable to generate a 88

senescence-associated secretory phenotype[14]. The reason why mitochondria play such an impor- 89

tant role in senescence appears unknown. 90
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Evolution of the eukaryotic cell 91

Alphaproteobacteria are a class of bacteria. The eukaryotic cell is widely believed to have evolved 92

from a symbiotic relationship between an archaeon and an alphaproteobacterion, with the al- 93

phaproteobacterion becoming the mitochondrial organelle[3]. Much of the original DNA of the al- 94

phaproteobacteria is believed to have relocated to the nucleus, leaving behind only a small mtDNA 95

remnant. 96

Exactly how an alphaproteobacteria ended up living inside an archaeon isn’t certain. There seem to 97

be few theories capable of explaining the mechanics of how eukaryotes originally evolved. Currently 98

the only serious attempt to explain the mechanism of evolution of the eukaryotes appears to be the 99

viral eukaryogenesis hypothesis. 100

The viral eukaryogenesis hypothesis posits that the eukaryotic cell evolved from a virus, archaeon, 101

and alphaproteobacteria[15]. Difficulties with the viral eukaryogenesis hypothesis include viruses 102

would need to evolve the means to replicate by themselves if they are to eventually evolve into 103

gametophytes, and the lack of any known double stranded DNA viruses with segmented genomes; 104

so the theory doesn’t explain the origin of chromosomes. 105

An alternative line of reasoning starts with the archaeon’s development of the cytoskeleton com- 106

ponent actin[16, 17, 18]. Actin filaments would have allowed the archaeon to extend its plasma 107

membrane to engulf large particles, which it would then attempt to digest, leading to the develop- 108

ment of phagocytosis[19]. When that ingested particle happened to be a living cell, the ingested 109

cell would evolve in such a way as to attempt to resist the full phagocytic effects of ingestion. An 110

example of this is provided by Rickettsia conorii, an intracellular pathogen, which enters the host 111

by inducing host phagocytosis, and then escapes from the phagosome into the host’s cytosol[20]. 112

It should be noted that Rickettsia is a genus of alphaproteobacteria. 113

Once inside the archaeon the alphaproteobacteria would have had three possible ways to propagate. 114

Similar to the lytic or lysogenic cycles of bacteriophages and viruses, it could replicate until the 115

host cell bursts and then find new host cells to infect, or it could attempt to ensure that it is 116

faithfully propagated to each descendant of the host cell. Additionally the alphaproteobacteria 117

could use actin based motility to spread from cell to cell. An example of this is again provided 118

by the Rickettsia. The typhus group Rickettsia cause host cell lysis, while the spotted fever group 119

spread from cell to cell by means of actin filaments[21]. It is worth noting that spotted fever group 120

Rickettsia infection doesn’t necessarily lead to host cell death, because avirulent strains of the 121

spotted fever group exist that are capable of coexisting with their host in what might be described 122

as a parasitic endosymbiosis[21]. 123

The initially defenseless host might be expected to evolve defenses against the alphaproteobacterial 124

parasites. These defenses are unlikely to be complete, we are still vulnerable to Rickettsia today, 125

but are likely to be substantial. The exception being if the endosymbiont provides a benefit to the 126

host. This proved to be the case with the mitochondria, which through oxidative phosphorylation 127

increases the ATP available to the host by roughly a massive 15 fold over the glycolysis of anaer- 128

obic fermentation[22]. This then leads to a mostly cooperative relationship between the host and 129

parasite. Over time the endosymbiont lost the ability to survive outside of the host. 130
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Active germline replicators 131

An active germline replicator is an entity of which copies can be made and whose nature has some 132

influence over the probability of it being copied[2]. 133

Both the archaeal host and the alphaproteobacterial proto-mitochondrion are active germline repli- 134

cators. The germ cells and zygotes of eukaryotes might be described as low fidelity active germline 135

replicators. Germ cells and zygotes make copies of themselves in an environment made up of other 136

germ cells and zygotes. The strategy they employ may involve creating zygotes, germ cells, somatic 137

cells, and multicellular organisms, but in the end they produce more copies of themselves. They 138

are low fidelity replicators in the sense that the DNA sequences of the copies only partially reflect 139

the original due to homologous recombination of allelic sequences. 140

To be pedantic, the DNA should probably be viewed as forming the active germline replicator, and 141

the archaeon or proto-mitochondria is just a vehicle for the replicator, but it is often easier to speak 142

in terms of replicating proto-mitochondria than to spell out every time that it is the DNA of the 143

replicating proto-mitochondria that is the replicator, with the rest of the mitochondrion existing 144

because it assists in making copies of the replicator. 145

An important question in biology is: how can active germline replicators (the archaea and alphapro- 146

teobacteria) combine to make other active germline replicators (eukaryotes). This is the theme of 147

the rest of this paper. 148

The problem of sex 149

For species in changing environments sex typically offers large fitness advantages, but at the nuclear 150

genetic level it is difficult to understand how it evolved, and why it continues to exist. 151

Reported advantages of sex include the ability to combine the best mutations from several organ- 152

isms, resistance to parasites, clearance of deleterious mutations, and an increase in the speed of 153

evolution[23]. These are all advantages for the individual or the species. But microevolution is 154

widely viewed as not working for the good of the individual or the species, but for the good of the 155

gene[24]. 156

The fundamental problem with sex is it results in only half of each parents’ alleles getting passed 157

on to each offspring. This includes the alleles promoting sex. 158

Consider a very simple scenario in which a single dominant nuclear allele for parthenogenesis arises 159

in a large sexual population. At the population steady state each sexual female produces an average 160

of two offspring; only one of which contains a given parent’s allele. Meanwhile, assuming the male 161

parental investment in the sexual case is zero, the asexual organisms will also produce two offspring, 162

doubling the population of the allele. Consequently the allele for parthenogenesis should rapidly 163

increase in the population and allele for sex should rapidly be lost from the population. This is J. 164

Maynard Smith’s classic argument for the two-fold cost of sex[1]. 165

Care must be taken when using the phrase “two-fold cost”. In the literature “two-fold cost” 166

sometimes refers to gene dilution, as above, and sometimes it refers to the cost of producing 167
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males[25]. For gene dilution, extra care must be taken with the phrase “two-fold cost” as it is not 168

something that gets offset against the benefits of sex for a population. Rather it is a cost born 169

by nuclear alleles in favor of sex. Even when sex is highly beneficial to the population, the two 170

fold-cost can make nuclear alleles in favor of sex become extinct. It is true that parthenogenetic 171

reproduction is associated with a small, gradual, loss in fitness, but this doesn’t come close to the 172

two-fold cost over the time frame in which nuclear alleles become extinct. The cost of producing 173

males is something that does get offset against the benefits of sex for a population, making genome 174

dilution the more fundamental problem. 175

A more complex scenario than the one just considered, in which there are multiple dominant or 176

recessive alleles for sex or for parthenogenesis, is unlikely to change the two-fold cost. The problem 177

with sex lies with the fundamental nuclear genome sharing nature of sex, not with the genes 178

promoting it. So how might sex have evolved, and how might it continue to exist? 179

Smith’s argument depends critically on the amount of male parental investment. If male parental 180

investment was 50% of the total parental investment in the offspring, the asexual organism would 181

only produce one offspring. But even if male parental investment is 50% there are still problems 182

with sex. A parthenogenetic reproducer could mimic a female and accept parental investment from 183

a male, but then discard the male’s genes. Or the allele for parthenogenesis could favor itself 184

during or post meiosis by killing its siblings. Such an allele might be expected to spread within a 185

population, even if it is harmful to the success of the species. Fundamentally, sex involves an allele 186

sharing half of its accrued rewards with an unknown competitor. This does not seem a productive 187

thing to do. 188

Despite the advantages of sex for a species, the two-fold cost to alleles in favor of sex, and hence 189

Darwinian microevolution, seem to argue against it. 190

Sex 191

A proposed evolution of sex 192

It is proposed here that sex evolved as a means for mitochondrial active germline replicators to 193

replicate themselves inside of more and more suitable hosts. The mitochondria were engaged in the 194

ultimate selective breeding experiment, crossbreeding those host nuclear chromosomes that proved 195

successful in previous generations. 196

Hypothesis 1: Sex evolved as a means for the proto-mitochondrion to increase the fitness of its
host environment.

The proposed route to sex is as follows. Imagine an actin propelled alphaproteobacteria attempting 197

to spread from cell to cell by punching a hole in two apposed archaeal cells’ plasma membranes. 198

This would be similar to the way in which the spotted fever group Rickettsia are known to spread 199

by punching a hole in their host by means of actin, and then entering a neighboring cell[21, 26, 27]. 200

If the plasma membranes were close enough to each other when the holes were punched then there 201

is a possibility that the holes might heal by joining together around the apposing points on their 202
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rims. You would then end up with a single cell containing alphaproteobacteria and two copies of 203

the archaeal genome. This would be much like the mitochondria and two copies of the nuclear 204

genome found in eukaryotic cells today. When the cell next replicated the two archaeal genomes 205

would become four genomes, which would be followed by cell division. All it would take is for this 206

to be followed by a second cell division, and you would have something that is starting to resemble 207

syngamy followed by meiosis – minus the important reassortment of nuclear genes. This is shown 208

in Figure 1. Partial reassortment of genes could occur if the circular archaeal genomes were broken 209

into distinct lengths: primitive nuclear chromosomes. 210

Reassortment of genes would bring huge benefits to the organism. Suddenly evolution can occur 211

in parallel across all the genomes in the population, and the best features of each merged, instead 212

of having to be evolved along a single lineage. Ortholog radA in archaea, recA in bacteria, and 213

Dmc1 in eukaryotes, is a key gene in homologous recombination[28]. It is capable of scanning 214

for double-stranded DNA homologous to a single-stranded DNA template. Since radA and recA 215

are found in archaea and alphaproteobacteria, its recruitment to the process could thus quickly 216

lead to full blown meiosis[28]. At first the process would be messy, with multiple archaeal cells 217

sometimes merging, and chromosomes and proto-mitochondria not getting distributed evenly among 218

descendants. Frequently failures would occur, but the sequence of steps leading to tightly regulated 219

syngamy and meiosis is precisely the sort of thing evolution is good at climbing. 220

An evolution of sex like the one described would explain why anaerobic environments don’t contain 221

any anciently amitochondrial eukaryotic species[29]. The mitochondria was there at the start of 222

eukaryogenesis. 223

The possibility that the alphaproteobacteria that evolved into the mitochondrion had a broad 224

host cell range has the potential to explain difficulty in determining the archaeal ancestor of the 225

eukaryotic cell. There need not be one single ancestor or ancestor species. 226

An actin-based alphaproteobacteria motility model of eukaryogenesis is a simple theory in which 227

mitochondria replicate themselves inside more and more suitable hosts. Other theories of eukaryo- 228

genesis are possible. One such other theory is that sex somehow evolved as a means to provide 229

compatibility between a rapidly mutating mitochondrial genome and a more slowly mutating ar- 230

chaeal genome[30]. Provided at least part of the mitochondrial genome survived the process of 231

crossbreeding nuclear genomes intact, other such theories would lead to similar conclusions regard- 232

ing the nature of mortality to those to be reached here. 233

On sex 234

Who benefits from sex? As hypothesized in this paper, sex evolved for the benefit of the proto- 235

mitochondrial genome. Proto-mitochondrial genomes were manipulating their environment (the 236

archaeal host) in order to make it more probable they will survive. 237

Do the nuclear genes of the originally archaeal host benefit from sex? A nuclear gene benefits 238

relative to a nuclear gene in an asexual species by being placed in a fitter and fitter environment. 239

This environment is created by the recombination of the other nuclear genes. But a particular 240

nuclear allele does not benefit relative to some other allele of the same nuclear gene. Each nuclear 241

allele would prefer to reproduce selfishly, asexually. This point is no different than a multi-player 242
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Figure 1: Proposed route to sex. An alphaproteobacteria from an infected archaea spreads to an
adjacent archaea by means of actin filaments. The membranes of the two archaeal cells then fuse.
The archaea genomes then replicate followed by cell division. If a second round of cell division
then occurs the process starts to be reminiscent of syngamy followed by meiosis. The only major
missing component is the reassortment of genes.
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prisoner’s dilemma. Everyone might benefit from cooperating, but an individual allele gains a 243

strong initial advantage by defecting. 244

Note that although sex had benefits for the species, it need not. Sex could have been harmful to 245

the success of the species, but so long as the proto-mitochondrial genome benefits, in the short run 246

it would still occur. Depending on how harmful it was this could lead to the decline or extinction 247

of the population. This is in contrast to most existing theories on sex, which attempt to divine 248

how both nuclear alleles and the species benefit[23]. 249

Why did the nuclear genes participate in sex then? This is a thorny question which will be addressed 250

in the section dealing with mortality. For now, simply note that the species benefited from the 251

recombination of advantageous alleles and from the energy provided by the mitochondrion: the 252

primary beneficiary of sex. 253

How does the mitochondria cause sex? Today, this is difficult to see. Most mitochondrial genes that 254

once existed to cause sex, say by riding an actin filament, punching a hole in two cell membranes, 255

and causing recombination to occur, have probably nearly all long since migrated to nuclear genes, 256

and been replaced by other nuclear genes. As will be explored in the section dealing with mortality, 257

the mitochondria maintains a mechanism that causes sex to occur through the generation of reactive 258

oxygen species. 259

Sex in present-day eukaryotes 260

One possibility is the alphaproteobacterion got the ball rolling with respect to the occurrence of sex, 261

and then the alphaproteobacterion faded into the background becoming the mitochondrion, and 262

the nuclear mechanisms of sex became self supporting. This however fails to explain how sex can 263

continue to exist in unicellular organisms that are capable of parthenogenetic reproduction given 264

the two-fold cost to alleles in favor of sex. Also, as explored in the section dealing with mortality, 265

it fails to explain why eukaryotes appear mortal. 266

The near universality of mitochondria and sex in present day eukaryotes allows us to hypothe- 267

size that the crossbreeding of nuclear chromosomes by the mitochondrion isn’t confined just to 268

eukaryotic evolution, but that it continues to occur today. 269

Hypothesis 2: Sex continues to be the means by which the mitochondria increase the fitness of
their host environment.

How mitochondria achieve this will be explored in the section dealing with mortality. 270

Asexual eukaryotes 271

A nuclear gene that prevents sex and leads to parthenogenetic reproduction might be expected to 272

propagate within a species, but represents an evolutionary dead end. The benefits of sex will be 273

lost, and the species will be out-competed by other species. This is consistent with the observation 274
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that it is very rare for a taxon higher than a species to consist entirely of asexual species[31]. The 275

only reported exception appears to be the bdelloid rotifers: 276

� The bdelloid rotifers are famous as a class of ancient asexual eukaryotes[32]. Bdelloid rotifers 277

appear to engage in interspecies and intraspecies horizontal gene transfer[33, 34]. Importantly 278

bdelloid genomes have been found to contain pairs of homologous chromosomes and engage 279

in occasional gene transfer between the homologous chromosomes[35]. This may go some way 280

to explaining why the bdelloid rotifers don’t need to engage in sex. They may get one of 281

the benefits of sex through other means: the ability to try out multiple mutations without 282

permanently losing the original genome. 283

Two taxa that were once thought to be asexual are aphids of the genus Trama, and bivalve crus- 284

taceans of the family Darwinulidae[32]: 285

� Trama was reportedly a genus of asexual aphids, but with the report of sex in Trama 286

troglodytes, this is no longer the case[36]. 287

� Like Trama, the darwinulid ostracods were long thought to be asexual, but males have now 288

been found in one species, suggesting any loss of sex might have been more recent[37]. 289

If the loss of sex is represents an evolutionary dead end, ancient asexual species should be rare. 290

They are. Besides the bdelloid rotifers and darwinulid ostracods the only other well known ancient 291

asexuals appear to be the arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi[32]: 292

� Like the bdelloid rotifers, arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi might have found an alternative to sex. 293

In arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi, offspring receive hundreds of nuclei from their parent[38]. 294

Thus there is a population of individually mutating nuclear genomes that might provide some 295

of the benefits of sex seen in other organisms. 296

If mitochondria are the cause of sex, it follows sex is more likely to be lost when mitochondria are 297

delivering little or no value to the resulting organism, such as in anaerobic environments. Here the 298

loss of mitochondria might be expected to lead to the loss of sex. It is thus worth considering a 299

few other taxa within which sex appears to have been more recently lost: 300

� Further evidence that mitochondria have something to do with sex is provided by the mi- 301

crosporidia. Microsporidia are a group of fungi that lack mitochondria[39]. They do how- 302

ever have an organelle called a mitosome, that appears to have been derived from the 303

mitochondrion[39]. Mitosomes appear to have lost their organellar DNA. This makes the 304

fact that some species of microsporidia are entirely asexual interesting. Even more interest- 305

ing is the fact that this loss of sex doesn’t appear to have occurred in one ancient ancestral 306

lineage, but to have occurred several times in different lineages[40]. This loss of sexuality has 307

occurred in the absence of mitochondria. 308
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� Diplomonads and trichomonads are two orders that have lost their mitochondria[41]. Despite 309

some diplomonads having genes for meiosis, they are not known to be sexual[42]. Trichomon- 310

ads are also believed to be asexual[43]. Once again the loss of mitochondria and the possibility 311

for asexuality go hand in hand. 312

In conclusion there seems to be a relationship between missing or unusual mitochondrial systems and 313

asexuality in eukaryotes. More specifically, asexuality rarely transcends taxa larger than a species, 314

asexuality frequently appears to be an evolutionary dead end with very few ancient asexuals, and 315

asexuality is particularly common in amitochondrial species. 316

Sex and mitochondrial genomes 317

Mitochondrial genomes function as selfish replicators, much like prokaryote genomes, but within 318

a more complex environment. The nuclear genome pool forms the extended environment within 319

which related mitochondrial genomes evolve, assisting some mitochondrial genomes, and impinging 320

on others, and generally ensuring all the mitochondrial genomes associated with a nuclear genome 321

pool remain sufficiently similar, that is, related. 322

If sex was lost in some species this would reduce the fitness for the embedded mitochondrial genomes 323

relative to the mitochondrial genomes of other species as they would no longer benefit from the 324

crossbreeding of the nuclear genomes. It would represent a rapid evolutionary dead end. 325

Mortality 326

So far we have seen how the mitochondrial genome might favor sex so that it gets to exist in a fitter 327

and fitter environment. The theory we have developed so far however is incomplete. Nuclear alleles 328

in favor of sex might be expected to be replaced by alleles favoring parthenogenetic reproduction. 329

Or when parthenogenetic reproduction is not a possible option, nuclear alleles in favor of sex might 330

be expected to be replaced by alleles favoring continued mitotic growth. In order to understand 331

why this doesn’t occur it will be necessary to examine eukaryotic mortality, and in particular to 332

hypothesize a role for the mitochondria in bringing about eukaryotic mortality. How mortality 333

promotes sex will be explained below. 334

Eukaryotic mortality refers to the existence of an apparent intrinsic time limit for which a eukaryotic 335

organism can live, before death occurs. This time limit may be measured in terms of actual time, 336

aggregate metabolic inputs, or some other organismal process. Here an organism that only dies as 337

a result of extrinsic evolutionarily unavoidable misfortune is not viewed as being mortal. 338

From a microevolutionary perspective, the nuclear alleles desire immortality and asexual repro- 339

duction. Suppose after a certain time period without sex the mitochondria always sabotaged the 340

existence of the organism. If this was the case, the nuclear alleles would have no alternative way to 341

continue to exist other than to periodically engage in sex. This is precisely what appears to hap- 342

pen. Individual eukaryotes age and die, the mitochondrion appears to be implicated in organism 343

mortality, and reproduction causes a resetting of the aging process. 344
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Hypothesis 3: By enforcing mortality, the mitochondria force the nuclear genome to engage in
frequent sexual recombination.

For single celled organisms, mortality might only come after several rounds of parthenogenetic 345

reproduction. Sexual recombination, not parthenogenetic reproduction, is expected to reset the 346

age of the organism. 347

For multicellular organisms, mortality means that the strategy of surviving by just continuously 348

growing through mitosis is ultimately going to fail. If the nuclear genome is going to survive it 349

ultimately has to engage in meiosis. 350

How mitochondria bring about mortality may not be obvious. For now, it is sufficient to recall that 351

mitochondrial reactive oxygen species (ROS) are harmful to many cellular components, and that 352

the mitochondria play key roles in apoptosis and cellular senescence. 353

Death as a means of promoting a fitness increase that comes from sex is capable of explaining why 354

unicellular eukaryotes are capable of committing apoptosis[44]. 355

That the population will benefit from a shorter generation time than desired by microevolution 356

may appear fairly obvious. Sex provides an increase in fitness as a result of the combination of 357

advantageous alleles and the overcoming of Muller’s ratchet. A full analysis would however need to 358

take into account changing population sizes, organism sizes, niche sizes, and mutation rates that 359

may be associated with a change in the generation time. 360

In summary, microevolution strives for near immortality at a cost to the species, while the mito- 361

chondria support frequent mortality. Given mortality the genes will bend to the interests of the 362

mitochondria, and support sex as a means of resetting mortality. 363

Mortality and metabolism 364

So far mitochondria have been viewed as imposing a time limit on the life of the organism. But 365

mitochondria aren’t armed with a stopwatch, and even if they were this might not be the most 366

appropriate way of doing things. Instead it seems more likely that lifespan might be tied to 367

something easier to measure such as the aggregate inputs or outputs of the mitochondria. This 368

might explain the observation that lifetime energy consumption per unit of body weight is roughly 369

constant for related species[45]. This might also explain the correlation between obesity (the result 370

of greater metabolic inputs), and shortened lifespan. The world beyond the organism might be 371

viewed as containing energy, and the evolutionary mandate is to gather up enough energy to create 372

another organism as quickly as possible. 373

Mitochondrial genome kin selection 374

Group selection is the hypothesis that natural selection acts for the good of a group. Group selection 375

is widely dismissed by evolutionary biologists[46]. Kin selection is the hypothesis that evolution is 376
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capable of acting not just for the benefit of an organism and its offspring, but also for the benefit 377

of the organism’s relatives. Kin selection is widely accepted by evolutionary biologists[47]. 378

So far the argument in favor of sex and mortality amounts to mitochondrial genome kin selection. 379

By killing the host after some time, kin mitochondrial genomes benefit from reproducing within a 380

more fit environment. The kin mitochondrial genomes are the other mitochondrial genomes making 381

up the species. 382

Mitochondrial genome kin selection could be viewed as an example of group selection in so far as it 383

can be viewed as occurring for the benefit of the species, which is a group. However, mitochondrial 384

genome kin selection does not require the invocation of group selection to explain it, as it is fully 385

explained by kin selection. Evolutionary biologists presumably don’t object to group selection 386

occurring when the group is comprised of fully related kin. 387

Discussion 388

Hypotheses on the extended phenotype of the mitochondrion (HEPM) offers answers to the impor- 389

tant questions of how did sex evolve, how is it sex appears evolutionarily stable, and why eukaryotes 390

are mortal. These have been thorny questions that for a long time have gone unanswered. 391

The proto-mitochondrion was engaged in the ultimate crossbreeding experiment for its own benefit, 392

and ultimately for the benefit of the species. This involved the crossbreeding of nuclear genomes 393

to produce a more beneficial environment within which for it to reside. The proto-mitochondrion 394

achieved this crossbreeding through the production of ROS, which rendered the organism mortal, 395

and left sex as the only long term option for the nuclear genome to pass on, at least some of, its 396

genes. The results of this crossbreeding experiment are all the varied eukaryotic forms that now 397

exist, and within which trillions of trillions of mitochondrial genomes now reside. 398

Treating the mitochondrial genome as a selfish replicator offers a different way of looking at the 399

eukaryotic cell, and with it new understanding. Sex might have evolved as a means for the proto- 400

mitochondria to propagate itself into a more and more competent host. Thus creating the defining 401

advantage for eukaryotes relative to prokaryotes: meiosis. Mortality exists as a means of ensuring 402

meiosis occurs at a near to optimal frequency for the species. And the whole eukaryotic cell can 403

be viewed as the extended phenotype of the mitochondrial genome. This isn’t the only way the 404

eukaryotic cell should be viewed, but it adds an interesting new perspective. 405

Materials and methods 406

For the bioinformatic analysis of mitochondrial gene frequencies in Appendix A, annotated mito- 407

chondrial genomes from the NCBI Reference Sequence Database (RefSeq) release 214 were used. 408

See Supplement 1 for a copy of this data[48]. After filtering for data quality the 14,062 genomes 409

were reduced to 13,959 genomes. Different names used in the annotations for the same orthologous 410

genes were mapped to the most common name. This process may have missed some annotated 411

names that only occurred once, and orthologs that have split into multiple separate genes. The 412

frequency of different genes was then computed. 413
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Intermembrane space

ATP synthase

Figure 2: Structure of a typical mitochondrion.

See Supplement 2 for the software used for the analysis[49]. 414

Appendices 415

A: Mitochondria 416

The mitochondrion is an organelle present in the vast majority of eukaryotic cells. The mito- 417

chondrion contains a double membrane. Each membrane is a phospholipid bilayer with embedded 418

proteins. The space between the inner and outer membranes is termed the intermembrane space. 419

The space within the inner membrane is termed the matrix. 420

Somewhere in the range of 100 to 500 mitochondria are found in a typical cell[50]. The mito- 421

chondria in the cell are capable of undergoing processes of fission (splitting) and fusion (joining). 422

Mitochondria may engage in these dynamics as part of a quality control mechanism that also 423

involves autophagy[51]. 424

The structure of a typical mitochondrion is illustrated in Figure 2. 425

Mitochondria nearly always have their own circular double-stranded DNA genome, commonly re- 426
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CYTB 99.6%
COX1 99.5%
COX3 99.4%
ND5 99.0%
ND4 99.0%
ND2 99.0%
COX2 99.0%
ND6 98.9%
ATP6 98.9%
ND3 98.9%
ND1 98.9%
ND4L 98.7%
ATP8 95.1%
ATP9 9.7%
RPS3 7.5%
RPS12 5.4%
RPL16 4.9%
ND9 4.6%
ND7 4.5%
RPS4 4.5%

Table 2: Estimated frequency of the top 20 mtDNA protein coding genes from an analysis of
13,959 RefSeq mitochondrial genomes. Due to vagaries in the names used for orthologous genes,
frequencies are likely to be slight under-estimates. For further details see materials and methods.

ferred to as mtDNA. This genome is much smaller than the nuclear genome both in terms of the 427

number of genes encoded, and in terms of the number of base pairs. 428

mtDNA differs far more between species than within species. Indeed, it is hypothesized that all 429

the mitochondrial genomes found in humans today descended from a single mitochondrial “Eve” 430

that existed perhaps 200,000 years ago[52]. 431

Multiple copies of the same mtDNA genome exist within a single eukaryotic cell. A typical cell 432

might have around 5,000 mtDNA copies contained within its mitochondria[53]. 433

The mtDNA genome almost invariably includes genes for the large and small subunits of the 434

mitochondrial ribosome and usually all of the corresponding mitochondrial tRNA genes. The 435

remaining mtDNA genes vary to some extent from species to species. These remaining genes nearly 436

always include genes for components of the electron transport chain (COX, ND, and CYTB genes) 437

and ATP synthase (ATP genes). Occasionally genes for mitochondrial ribosomal proteins (RPL 438

and RPS genes) are also present. This is shown in Table 2. Most species’ mitochondria comprise 439

the same 13 protein coding genes, but the sequence making up each gene will vary between species. 440

The vast majority of mitochondrial proteins are not encoded by the mtDNA, but by the nuclear 441

genome[54], and are directed to the mitochondria by the presence of a mitochondrial targeting 442

presequence that is cleaved off. 443

The mitochondria are the locations of the energy producing reactions of the cell. The citric acid 444
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cycle turns pyruvate and water into CO2 and in so doing produces the cofactors NADH, FADH2, 445

and GTP. The electron transport chain oxidizes NADH and FADH2 releasing energy which is used 446

to pump H+ from the matrix to the intermembrane space. ATP synthase then uses the resulting 447

H+ electrochemical gradient to produce ATP from ADP. 448

mtDNA is normally maternally inherited. Various mechanisms exist to prevent the paternal inher- 449

itance of mtDNA in most species[55]. 450

Base pairs in mitochondrial genes evolve 10 times more rapidly than base pairs in nuclear genes, but 451

because the mtDNA coding regions are roughly 1
2,000th the length of nuclear DNA coding regions, 452

the mitochondrial genome effectively evolves 200 times more slowly than the nuclear genome. To 453

be precise, humans and chimpanzees are estimated to have diverged T = 6.7×106 years ago[56]. 454

Comparing human and chimpanzee mtDNA, the non-synonymous substitution rate of protein cod- 455

ing genes is 2×10−9 substitutions per site per year[57]. The rate of substitution for the mtDNA 456

rRNA genes is somewhat higher. For synonymous sites the substitution rate is 3×10−8[57]. These 457

substitution rates should be compared to the nuclear DNA non-synonymous and synonymous sub- 458

stitution rates of protein coding genes of around 2×10−10 and 9×10−10 substitutions per site per 459

year respectively[58][Supplement S23, site weighted Ka and Ks values divided by 2T ]. 460

The somatic mutation rate of the mitochondrial genome is around 2×10−7 mutations per base pair 461

per year based on mutational accumulation in aged humans[59][1.9×10−5 mutations divided by a 462

mean age of 83 years]. It is hypothesized that the female germ line contains quiescent template 463

mitochondria that are protected from this high rate of mutation[60]. 464

The human mitochondrial genome contains 16,568 base pairs. In addition to genes for the large and 465

small subunits of the mitochondrial ribosome, it contains the standard 22 tRNA genes, 11 electron 466

transport chain genes, and 2 ATP synthase genes. The gene content of the human mitochondrial 467

genome is identical to that of most other organisms, although in terms of base pairs fungal and 468

plant mitochondrial genomes are substantially larger. 469
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